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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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SWe Three Trees 

We get it—all you want for Christmas is 
one-of-a-kind decorations! That’s why you’ll 
love these mossy trees made with floral 
foam cones. We glued moss cloth onto the 
cones before placing them on bases made 
from stacked wooden candleholders, which 
were painted and glued onto a wooden 
plaque base. Faux snow, jute garland, and 
feathery bird embellishments finished out 
the design. Tip: A long nail was hammered 
into the top tier of the wooden base to add 
extra stability for the foam cones.

Hanging of the Green
We used wired moss vine to make this gorgeous wall 
décor. We simply shaped it into the pattern shown. Sold in 
six-feet-long sections, the wire is easier to work with if it’s 
clipped into halves. You can secure the joints by wrapping 
with jewelry wire. Tip: Extra moss vine was wrapped 
around the joints to hide the wire.

Who knew moss 
could be so crafty?  

This mossy 
menagerie is all 

things cool—quirky 
letters, funky 

artwork, even a 
drippy chandelier. 

Take a peek  
inside for these  

and other 
wonderfully  
moss-covered  

ideas!



(1) Mossy Imagination 
It’s time to speak your mind with moss as art! It all 
starts with a stencil—you can make your own or 
choose one from the Crafts Department. Trace the 
stencil onto the back of our easy-to-use moss cloth. 
Then cut out the shapes, peel away the paper backing 
and hot glue them to a canvas or a square of foam 
board. Choose your frame, and you’re one nail away 
from the green scene hall of fame!

(2) Love that Letter  
A monogram in moss? Why not? This look features 
paper-maché letters transformed with our versatile 
moss cloth. We traced the letters onto the back of the 
paper-backed moss. Then we cut them out, peeled 
away the backing and hot-glued them to the sturdy 
alphas. Finally, we cut more strips of moss to cover the 
sides. What a great look for a mantel! 

(3) Greenery Guru 
Flex your green thumb by turning a flea market 
chandelier into a mossy masterpiece. Wrap the 
arms in ready-to-use wired moss vines—we added 
dangly crystal drops to the candle plates to break 
up the color. Then top things off with standard 
pillar candles, accented with coordinating twine. 
Caution: Never leave burning candles unattended.

Deck the Walls  
Deck the walls with vows of greenery!  
That’s right, “I do” will always ring true  
with this moss-covered reminder. Pairs  
of chipboard alphas (with squares of  
foam board between them) got plenty  
of garden appeal from a covering of  
earthy moss cloth. The project  
was as easy as trace, cut  
and glue! And it’s a  
natural, unfussy  
look that will  
please both  
the Mr. and  
the mosses… 
er, Mrs! 

« Moss-terious 
Silhouettes
Thinking about going green? 
Well, this gal jumped in headfirst. 
Skip the traditional silhouette 
for this fresh look. Use graphite 
paper to transfer your shadow  
to Bristol board (available in  
the Art Department). Then 
adhere moss cloth to the back 
of the board with double-sided 
adhesive. Cut out the image, 
mount it on patterned paper  
and pop it into an elegant frame. 1.

2.

3.
Trophy Pluck  
Nothing says “prize winning”  
like this endearing décor. We  
covered a pair of poly-resin antlers  
(available in the  
Home Accents  
Department) in  
our versatile moss  
cloth. Then we  
mounted it on an  
artfully-embellished  
plaque. Tip: The unfinished wooden  
plaque (available in the Crafts Department)  
was altered with acrylic paint and  
damask print scrapbook paper.


